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Dear parents, carers and friends of the school,
With some glorious sunshine and a little bit of heat, it really is beginning to feel like the Summer Term has very much taken off - I’m just
skipping the light drizzle of today!!
This week has been all about preparation for so many: lots of
preparation final risk assessing for the many trips coming up, lots of
packing of bags for those off to the Pioneer Centre for the Year 6 residential and lots and lots
of preparation for the Platinum Jubilee celebrations that come next week. I loved to see how
Oliver and Harvey had been showing off their cutting skills to create a great flag that they
were so proud of!
It has also been a week where:
 Year 2s have been showing off their reading and maths skills in their first week of
SATs, and absolutely no ‘collywobbles’! More next week!
 Progress has been made with regard to our new kitchen - the planning permission
has been granted by Stratford District Council. Inevitably it is going to cost rather more
than originally planned and it is likely to be ready by the Autumn Half term. There will
be a few disruptions but the bulk of the disruptive work will fall in the Summer Holiday
break!
 Canal boat painting has been all the rage in Year 5 using acrylic paints. It has been
lovely to see how traditional artefacts and painting styles can inspire such interest.
 And it was a week where singing and music playing really was back at the heart of
our school. Mrs George joined the orchestra on her violin and children clapped
and sang their hearts out with many standing up to lead the actions to I Have Seen The
Golden Sunshine, Alleluia and Walk In The Light. Really joyous: really uplifting!

Our Platinum Jubilee Celebrations
Already children have begun to rehearse and create in
preparation for:
 Maypole Dancing with Yr3/4 and Sara Evans.
 Bollywood Celebrational Competition - lead by our
Yr2/5and 6 teams with Mr Shillitoe.
 A crowning parade with floral garland to traditional British and Commonwealth music - featuring LL, Rec
and Yr1 with representatives from each class and a ‘great
throne’ as created by Little Lawrences and Maria.
 A right royal garden party-style picnic/tea party (funded by the PTA). Parents are welcome to assist with
the food preparation and serving.
 ...and to follow after school...a chance to enjoy a PTA
Platinum Party (pay via School Money or at the office)
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The Yr6 residential to the Pioneer
Centre: an annual favourite!

The children have absolutely
loved the opportunity to explore
new skills and talents, find out a
lot more about themselves and
see how determination and
resilience can see them grow and
flourish in ways that they may
never have seen as possible.
Thank you so much to the staff
who gave up their own comfy
beds, families and pets to make
this all happen including the
highly regarded Mr Pete Molloy
whose own son thrived so much
doing exactly the same thing …
10 yrs ago!
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This is just a small selection of the fabulous photos we
were sent by Miss Todd and Mr Shillitoe during the
Pioneer residential. There’ll be more in the Year 6
yearbook at the end of this term!
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‘A happy church school that nurtures the unique talents of all individuals and brings them together so that they will soar on
wings like eagles’
(Isaiah 40:31)
Last week, I focused very much on the first part of our vision statement – our guide for
all that we do at St Lawrence’s: a church school that nurtures the unique talents of all individuals. This week, I’d like to move onto the second part because if we don’t bring our
unique talents together in some form – we really don’t have a school: we don’t really have a
community.
Please do let me expand….
2)

‘And brings them together…’

To have individual excellence and talent has to be a good thing but… on a purely individual
basis, they will not serve each other. It therefore goes against a Christian expectation of service as illustrated in the parable that I’ve already spoken about. Indeed, further in the parable of the talents, Jesus speaks of the anger directed at the servant who simply did nothing
with his talent. It is for this reason that this line in our Vision Statement is included – a need
to bring all talents together so as to serve one another.
St Paul very eloquently communicates this in his first letter to the Corinthians (v12-27). He
highlights the unique qualities and characteristics of each part of the body, he highlights
how they all have their different purpose and their interdependence. Though all different,
he argues that each part of the body needs each other: so there are many parts but only one
body.

St Lawrence’s is no different – no one part of the school is less or more important than
another part – we are all part of the one body of Christ as a school. We might all have
different jobs to do so as to make the most of the talents and experience that might have but
… we are all God’s children: all equally valued and all part of the school.
An obvious illustration of this is, of course, our whole school worship and assemblies
– and after two years of not
having them, the value of
togetherness is most certainly not to be underestimated. For the eldest it has
been an opportunity for
them to see not only younger siblings but also recognise how much they have
grown. For the youngest, it
was wonderful to see them
reacting so fully to the eldest – seen as role models –
all extra-smart, all looking
up to the role models of
those sitting on benches.
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Less obvious, but just as important, are those times when small groups come together
to have a special impact for example when coming together to help a lost or hurt soul,
to play and support each other or to be one of the many team opportunities – as part of a
flute group, an orchestra, a class play or as a class adventure. The skill sets that are needed
may be very diverse but collectively they add to the sense of purpose, belonging and koinonia. Moments of togetherness that come to mind are when children cheer on their peers
who might have been super-challenged in a race – but never gave up, or when they embrace
new children into a class in a way that has become a trademark of the school.
Children love to rally to a good cause – so often knowing that pulling together is so much
more effective in helping others, whether it’s for a charitable cause or to do their part to
make our world a better place. Sometimes such occasions are planned but so often these
opportunities evolve. I especially recall an orchestral performance for refugees in Coventry
ending with a brilliant mixed football match – language no barrier! It isn’t just the children
though who do this – how this is modelled by the staff and the wider community is the lived
inspiration.
It has been especially important in the last two
years when staff have come together… each
bringing their own area of expertise… to make
things happen. Sports days, productions, concerts
and of course so much continued learning (despite
the pressure) all have happened for children and
parents because there has been a collective ‘cando’ attitude. I think that we’ve enjoyed this too.
This continues the long tradition of whole school
event days that bring so much together – not an
accident but by design as planned for in the curriculum.
This same ‘can-do’ attitude that has valued all coming together as one body is very
much embodied by … the PTA that has drawn on the expertise and talents of the wider
community, including our local church, to make things happen: to shine the light of hope in
times of relative darkness and despair… and so it continues. Perhaps the finest illustration
of this was how the whole community was driven together (even if socially distanced) was
to put on a festival week for the leaving Yr6s a couple of years ago. Though many said it
couldn’t be done, every rule was followed to ensure that all children could access schoolbased learning and give those Yr6s an experience that would live with them forever. A mix
of marquees, craft workshops, sound systems, open-air Shakespearean plays, an outdoor
church service and a little farm visit: all as a result of a diverse part of the school body and
their talents carrying on together as one body. Though following a very different model
(because of different rules), the whole school ended last year in a spectacular way with
sports days, concerts, plays and services with … many parents involved as an integral part
of the experience for our children. We look forward to doing it again this year!
If a school PTA can lead whole community events in ordinary times that draws all together… no virus was going to get in the way!

We’ve got the opportunity to do it again in the
coming week:
a Platinum Jubilee makes the perfect excuse!
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Some of our Tooty Flutey group loved
practising in the sunny courtyard: a
great posed shot for Lisa Foxwell!

Some of the Cake Sale money for Class 5 has been used to
buy Acrylic Paints: it is so much better than water colours
for stylised painting as used on traditional canal boats.
Trixie and myself brought into school some tradition canal
boat wares to inspire the paintings. The children were so
proud of themselves and will be using these new skills to
create a fine floral garland for the Jubilee celebrations.

The other half of Yr4 are thriving with
Mrs Pugh and love the oppor tunity to
play brass: loudly and proudly!
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Stratford Foodbank are very much in need of more donations of
food to meet current need. If you’re able to help, it will be greatly
appreciated. Thank you.

Whilst half the Year 4 class were brass playing as seen in the previous page - the
other half were indulging in speedy tables recall on Times Tables Rock Stars an
attempt to be a record breaking team. And they did it - World Record breaking!!
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Year 3 and 4 had a wonderful taster session of Maypole Dancing this lunchtime with Sara - and the
rain obligingly stopped just in time! As you can see, there was lots of enthusiasm for this lovely
activity and we look forward to their performance next Thursday in school! Year 3 and 4 parents
have received a Google Form inviting them to sign their children up to take part in the Napton
performance which will form part of the Platinum Jubilee village celebrations, so please do fill that
in as soon as you can if your child is keen to take part. Thank you!

Gardening Club are doing brilliantly
and growing some great stuff!

Tickets will be available until Tuesday 24th May, so do buy them soon if you
haven’t yet! All offers of adult help will be greatly appreciated.
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We are delighted to
announce today’s Stars of
the Week!
LLs: Harrison, Maybel and
William
Rec: Joshua
Year 1: Alexander
Year 2: Jack W

Year 3: Bradley
Year 4: Oscar
Year 5: Isobel

A Gold Award this week goes to Violet. Platinum Awards this week go to
Grace, Niamh, Ida and Izzy (Reception).
As always, there are plenty of
children to congratulate this week
on their special achievements! Esme
has been awarded her Stage 2
swimming certificate and badge.
Francesca has achieved her 25
metres swimming award. Dawson
has passed another martial arts
grading and is now a brown red belt.
Lilly and Penny rode at the Royal
Windsor Horse Show - Lilly was 2nd
on Billy and Penny was 3rd on
Gladys. Ava won the Player of the Match and scored a hat
trick and Chesca got Parents’ Player of the Match and
scored 1 goal. Well done, everyone!

LEAVE OF ABSENCE DURING TERM TIME
UPDATED INFORMATION FOR PARENTS
The Supreme Court recently reached a decision in the case of Platt v Isle of Wight Council
which has clarified the law on unauthorised leave, including holidays, during term time. The
parents of children of compulsory school age are required to ensure that they attend school
on a regular basis. The Supreme Court has made clear that attending school ‘regularly’
means that the children must attend school on every day that they are required to do so. As
such, the parents of any child who is absent from school without authorisation for any
length of time are likely to be considered as committing an offence under s444 of the Education Act 1996.
Head Teachers retain the ability to authorize leave in accordance with the Education (Pupil
Registration) (England) Regulations 2006. When considering such requests for a leave of
absence, the school are obliged to act within the law. Head Teachers may not grant any
leave of absence during term time unless there are exceptional circumstance relating to the
application. If the leave is granted, head teachers are able to determine the number of
school days a child can be absent for.
It is for the Head Teacher to decide what is ‘exceptional’ and it is at their discretion if the
circumstances warrant the leave to be granted. The school can only consider Leave of Absence requests which are made by the ‘resident’ parent.
Each application for a leave of absence will be considered on a case by case basis and on its
own merits.
Where applications for leave of absence are made in advance and refused, the children will
be required to be in school on the dates set out in the application. If the child is absent during that period, it will be recorded as an unauthorised absence, which may result in legal
action being taken against the parent(s), by way of a Fixed Penalty Notice.
Failure to make an application for leave in advance can also result in a Fixed Penalty Notice
being issued to the parent(s).
All matters of unauthorised absence relating to a Leave of Absence will be referred to the
Warwickshire Attendance Service, part of Warwickshire County Council.
It is important to note, Fixed Penalty Notices are issued to each parent of each absent child
(for example 2 children and 2 parents, means each parent will receive 2 invoices in the
amount of £120 each, totaling £240 for both children; this is reduced to £60 per child if paid
within 21 days).
Where a Fixed Penalty Notice is not paid within the required timeframe as set out on the
notice, the matter will be referred to Warwickshire County Council’s Legal Services to consider instigating criminal proceedings under s444 Education Act 1996.
Fixed Penalty Notices are issued in accordance with Warwickshire County Council’s Code of
Conduct for Penalty Notices.
Your child’s progress academically as well as socially is our shared priority.

